
SIPORT - The specialist for counter construction
The company SIPORT AG from Aargau with its proprietary secure
customer counter is a leader in counter construction

Specific design
A solid supporting structure made of steel sections, the drive
and control unit and the mobile lifting window, form substantially
the basic design of the secure customer counter. SIPORT 
constructs its counters – according to specific customer needs
and requirements – with 1-leaf lifting window or with 2 and
more leaf telescopic sash windows. The glass for the windows
is selected individually according to the on-site requirements.

Function
In most cases each counter is individually custom-made by SIPORT,
whereby the functions are tailored to customer requirements and 
location. The opening of the telescopic sash window is achieved by
a raise switch only as long as this switch is pressed.

After release the window closed´s to a predetermined position , or
can be completely closed through an impulse of the switch. In serious
cases an emergency switch can always activate a closing.

Special feature of the secure customer counter
A forced raising of the windows is not possible, because they are
firmly locked in every position. The emergency switch offers further
protection. In case of a power failure an emergency power supply
ensures the secure closing of the sash window panes. The secure
customer counter can be integrated into new or existing counter
systems. The pre-assembled counter are installed on site by our
professional technicians.

No wish remains unfulfilled as far as appearance and design are
concerned. The SIPORT specialists take into account the different
requirements so that the models are stylishly integrated into the
extant architecture.
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SIPORT - Secure customer counter
Factory for door automation and security systems
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In over 35 years of our experience we have manufactured over 5,000
individually designed counters.
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